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[Image] This was the reflective decal that was used on CPD cars in the sixties and seventies.

The following comments were all made on the excellent Irish Savant blog* starting from Nov 2010 to Feb 2013. As a retired cop from Chicago, John’s comments reflect his street-wise wisdom, race realism and cutting humor that will have savvy readers nodding (and occasionally laughing) in agreement, or not.

* http://irishsavant.blogspot.com/
WARNING!

- John’s worldview is an acquired one, so bear with the birth pangs.

- John appears to have an on and off love affair with his CAPS KEY. It’s usually either ON or off. I suspect the cause of this stems simply from a sense of efficiency — why spend time and energy in engaging or disengaging that damn CAPS KEY lock? AND BTW, WTF IS A CAPS KEY LOCK?

- In a similar vein John is not man to be held down by tyrannical rules concerning punctuation, grammar or spelling. Real men make and follow their own rules.

- John calls a spade a fucking spade. He doesn’t call a nigger an African American, he calls him a nigger. Likewise he doesn’t call a jew a Chosen One, he calls him a jew.

- Dim Witted Liberals (DWL) and the Politically Correct (PC) crowds will find the following material deeply shocking and offensive. As John would say, “WELL FUCK OFF!” For those that persist, you can learn a lot from someone who has spent his life dealing with the damage to society that you fuckers have created.

With the above warning in mind please learn and enjoy!

PS: John, if you are reading this, many thanks!

Note: The bold text refers to the blog post title being commented on in the Irish Savant.

__________

Ver 2 - Modified the Introduction, Added police logo image, Sep 14, 2014.

Ver 1 - Sep 7, 2014.
Madness? Maybe, but maybe not

Anonymous said...
BRAVO SAVANT ON YOUR BLOG. AS A RETIRED CHICAGO COP I CAN SEE WHERE YOU ARE COMING FROM, THE AREAS OF THE CITY THAT WENT FROM WHITE TO BLACK IN 2 YRS LOOK LIKE BERLIN AFTER THE WAR, I MEAN HOW CAN YOU DESTROY REINFORCED CONCRETE. THE PC PEOPLE CRY AND CARRY ON ABOUT EQUALITY AND THEN LEAVE WHEN THE DESTRUCTION SETS IN. BEWARE OF THESE PC PEOPLE IN YOUR GOVT, AS THEY WILL GIVE THE STORE AWAY, THE SOMOLIANS AND NIGERIANS IN YOUR COUNTRY WILL BOOST THE CRIME RATE 100 PERCENT, GOOD LUCK TO YOU IN YOUR QUEST TO KEEP IRELAND FROM BECOMING A RACE POOR WASTE LAND.

25 June 2009 18:08

__________

More educational advances

Anonymous said...
just a thought how about a tv show called this old whore or why stop there how bout the beverly tranvestites, the list and possibilities are endless, the wild animal kingdom filmed in Cork city, the new history channel showing how Ireland has fallen apart in the 1st ten years due to its new diversity, give it a shot savant you tell the truth, A RTD CHICAGO COPPER,

1 September 2009 18:28

__________

I've been rumbled!

Anonymous said...
SAVANT AS A FORMER CHICAGO COP RETIRED, I HAVE HAD TO LISTEN TO THAT TYPE OF TALK FOR 8 HOURS ON AND THEIR MISFORTUNE WAS ALAWAYS SOMEONE ELSE'S FAULT, IF A NEIGHBOR WAS A CONTIENOUS WORKER WHO SUCCEEDED IN BUSINESS OR WAS A GOOD FAMOLY MAN HE WAS ACCUSSED OF ACY=TING WHITE, SO FEAR NOT MY MAN, WILLIE FEELS THE WALLS OF HIS HER STUPITY BEING BUILT HIGHER AND CAN ONLY REACT IN THIS ILLITERATE MANNER, GREAT BLOG MY BROTHER YOU SPEAK THE TRUTH.

22 September 2009 13:52

_________

Tell me lies, tell me sweet little lies....

Anonymous said...
OFF TOPIC SAVANT. I KNOW YOU HAVE A HUGE FOLLOWING AND WAS WONDERING IF YOU COULD GET ME NUDE PHOTOS OF THE SINGING GROUP THE COORS. I WOULD LIKE TO SPANK EACH OF THEM, COME TO THINK OF IT THEY CAN SPANK ME. THE PHOTOS SHOULD BE PROVOCITIVE AND SENSUAL WITH EACH GIRL WEARING ONLY STILLETO HEELS.I WOULS LIKE TO SPANK YOU SAVANT IF I COULD GET A BIG ENOUGH LOW BOY AND A CHICAGO HYDRAULIC OVERHEAD CRANE.THANK YOU VERY MUCH. P.S,TELL THE GIRLS TO STAY AWAY FROM O.J. SIMPSON AND A RTD SUBUBAN CHICAGO POLICE SGT. NAMED DREW PETERSON ALSO A 3RD RATE AUTHOR NAME ANN MARIE ORTEGA, I CAN BE REACHED AT JOHN OLD RTD COPPER % chicago alcholic tratment center, chicago illinois.

23 January 2010 20:02

_________

Tell me lies, tell me sweet little lies....
Anonymous said...
DEar savant, are you telling me that Andrea is into the guiding hand of an older man ala oh daddy ill be good for you hmmm.glad to hear of your weight loss, bet you can get into a size 54 waist in sans a belt.i remain John old ritred copper.@Chicago alcoholic treatment center/Swedish american home for the mentally impaired, 2600so,California ave, chicago Illinois, attn; cook county jail,

24 January 2010 21:51

__________

Haiti relief: A true international effort

Anonymous said...
I WOULD STLL LIKE TO GET SPANKED BY ANDREA CORR, OR VISA VERSA.JOHN OLDE RETIRED CHICAGO COPPER.

4 February 2010 20:43

__________

Regenerating Limerick

Anonymous said...
THEY TRIED THIS IN CHICAGO WITH THE SECTION 8 PROGRAM, WHEREAS THEY TOOK THE PROJECT TRASH AND SENT THEM INTO ALL WHITE SUBURBS AND PUT THEM INTO PRISTINE DWELLINGS AND THE GOVT, PAID THE RENT. IN THE END WE HAD PORCH MONKEYS SITTING ON THE STOOPS DRINKING AT 10 IN THE MORNING. NUMEROUS BREAKINS,MOLESTATION OF YOUNG TEEN GORLS, ETC ETC. THE ONLY REDEEMING FACTOR WAS THAT THESE AREAS WERE THE LIBERAL ONES WHERE SILK STOCKING LIBERALS RALLEYED AROUND THE CAUSE OF DIVERSITY TO BEGAN WITH BUT NOW ITS COME HOME TO ROOST, IF ONE FAMILY WAS PUT IN A APT. OR HOUSE IT WOUND UP WITH 3 EXTENDED FAMILIES IN THE ONE DWELLING.

17 February 2010 19:09
Regenerating Limerick

Anonymous said...
WAS IN DUBLIN YEARS BACK AND RELATIVE TOOK ME TO A AREA CALLED SHERIFF STREET OR ROAD, I FELT SELF CONSIOSUS AS I WAS WEARING NEAT CLOTHES AND SHINED NEW SHOES AND DIDNT HAVE SCAR TISSUE ON MY HEAD OR BLACK OR SWOLLEN EYES AND MISSING TEETH AND THESE WERE JUST THE WOMEN, DO YOU KNOW OF THIS AREA SAVANT.

18 February 2010 22:39

Make the burka mandatory

Anonymous said...
at my age i think i would hit on granny the tatoo queen,John old rtd chicago copper

25 February 2010 03:47

Epic Beard Man: The main lesson

Anonymous said...
either way im glad the nigger got hos ass kicked. john old rtd chicago copper/

26 February 2010 03:34
Epic Beard Man: The main lesson

Anonymous said...
was in ireland back in 60s where the educated irish castigated me as a yank about the civil rights struggle in america, my answer alaways was how many do you want we can send you some. guess what itcame true and now where are the political correct people from that time. probably throwing rocks at the kaffirs. john old rtd. chicago copper.

26 February 2010 18:13

-------------

Make the burka mandatory

Anonymous said...
my statement about hitting on tatto grannie is to be restated, i think grannie is hot but i also relish rancid hamburger and milk 3 months past its exporation date. john old rtd chicago copper.

28 February 2010 21:09

-------------

The shocking tale of Pastor Kiweweesi

Anonymous said...
giant whooper, laughing my ass off.john old rtd chicago copper.

28 February 2010 21:04

-------------

True....

Anonymous said...
hmmmm, i would consider doing a threesome with this couple as they both look in need of discipline and the guiding hand of a older more experinced gentlman, John old rtd. chicago copper.
3 March 2010 18:28

____________

Continued at my blog (see below)

------------------

My latest blog post is here: <b><a href="http://katana17.wordpress.com/">KATANA</a></b>
Contradictions of Affirmative Action

Anonymous said...
hung around with a kid while growing up in chicago and his dad was a orthodox kosher jew who was feld reb in german army in WW1, this consisted of his ministing to jews who served the Kaiser as a chaplain, he swore up and down that germans would not do the acts that WW11 exposed. tough old guy some drunk made a crack outside a tavern about the old guys side locks and Rebbe decked and walked on his way.found that german jews had great loyalty to germany up to time of Hitler and would have fought on his side if craziness had not started, their loyalty matched that of american jews.

6 March 2010 17:41

-----------

Contradictions of Affirmative Action

Anonymous said...
lucinda your oppression started with trying to fool god. every generation of your people deserved to get it. your nation is the most kicked out of any nation. put the in your bong and smoke it, yeah i said bong. and yes they only have double standards, they will maintain that they dont, liars, they wont give a hand job but they will def like one

6 March 2010 20:39

-----------

Country in shock as postal service demonstrates urgency

Anonymous said...
SAVANT, THIS WAS FLOATING AROUND THE STATES FOR AGES ONLY THE WORD IRISH WAS AMERICAN, LOVE IT THO.

15 March 2010 06:03
Country in shock as postal service demonstrates urgency

Anonymous said...
SAVANT, JUST WONDERING IF LIKE THE STATES THE NEW IMPOR TED POOR PEOPLE IN YOUR COUNTRY BRING CRYING INFANTS TO THE MOVIES IN THE CINEMA AND DO THEY TALK WHILE THE MOVIES ON AND DO THEY HAVE THE TINY TV SETS THAT THEY LIKE TO PLAY WHILE THE FILM IS IN PROGRESS AND ALSO DO THEY LIKE TO TALK TO THE SCREEN AS IN WATCH OUTS, HES BEHINS DA DOOR, OR SLAP DAT BITCH SUCKER ETC ETC. JUST WONDERING. A OLD CHICAGO COPPER RTD.

16 March 2010 04:57

Hi, I's the Cheef Ejukator

Anonymous said...
years back myself and another copper had a detail at my old high school Calumet in chicago, the reason for our presence was to make sure the lil nubians wouldnt murder each other after school. on a bet we asked each passing kid who was president of the US during the Eisenhower administration. the answers we got were astounding.Reagan, Elvis, Mayor Daley.and even one for Hitler, funny yes but pathetic. I wondered down the hall to where we used to keep the throphies foe city wide football wins, instead of the throphies that were all gone the display case contained RIP cards and jackets of kids who were murdered by other kids. scary isnt it. unfortunatley this is what you will be seeing in your country as the govt, lets more of these wild people come in.so you see Detroit dosent surprise me.John old rtd chicago copper.

18 March 2010 16:58
Nasty, racist Google

Anonymous said...
this sounds like a job for mr, Wisenfeld and the kid who asked all colored people to leave Wal mart, John old ret, chicago copper.

24 March 2010 04:56

Nasty, racist Google

Anonymous said...
WHAT A BEAUTY, IS THIS THE NEW LORD MAYOR OF DUBLIN, GOTTA SEE HER IN HER OFFICIAL ROBES AND OTHER OFFICIAL PARAPHENIALIA AND JUST HANG AROUND TO HEAR HER MELODIC VOICE ANNOUNCE WORDS OF WISDOM TO HER GATHERED FLOCK.

24 March 2010 16:11

For f*ck sakes!!!!

Anonymous said...
in chicago it seems that security guard field marshall uniforms are the norm some months, saw one kaffair in dunkin dounuts one morning and he had a ww11 german officers cap on with the eagle and swastika and a chicago police uniform blouse buttoned to the neck and did i mention it was 90 degress and humid,this fool said he was working for some amos and andt security company and i was afraid if he was armed as he probably was, we went out to the public phone and put a 9 11 call in for a possible man with a gun and went across the street to watch, when cops came he was packing a 3 57 magnum in a shoulder holster,and was taken out fighting yelling hes bes late fo da job, hilarious our darkies,
14 April 2010 17:24

Just a thought...
Anonymous said...
you tell the real deal savant. as a cop in chicago for thirty years i saw nice bungalows built for our culural enrichers with govt. funds and two years later they were abandoned and trashed and eventually torn down, when the goody liberals were asked why the reply alaways was the showo economic conspiracey against the black community ad naseum, if you want to see the new america go to the blog that shows how detroit looked then and now. truly scary

24 April 2010 17:12

Reasons to be cheerful!
Anonymous said...
and while he fucked me in the ass i thought how wonderfull it was that i was receiving his load of manly semen in my rectum, torn as it was. and when he forced me to place his 12 inch cock in my mouth i was hoping deep inside that i could meet him again to discuss the futher of the oppresed blacks of the world, old rtd chicago copper.

26 April 2010 17:12

The British bulldog re-emerges
Anonymous said...
bravo for the brits from chicago. they are a race of giants and now have had enough from the cultural enrichers. btw that flag on the boat looks like the patty tri color. hmmm... interesting.

8 May 2010 18:38

The pros and cons of a Muslim baby sitter

Anonymous said...

savant, i beleive the book of kells kept in dublin has similar texts in its reading, one i recall is if paddy punches kevin, kevins tribe has the right to emasulate the said paddy and to seize his livestock and primitive still and ravage all women in said tribe named fiona, bridget, mary nora,also to rape all of paddys sheep. i may be wrong but if its in the book,,,,,,,,,

john old retired chicago copper.

18 May 2010 19:08

My solution to racial disparities

Anonymous said...

off topic savant, years back while a copper in chicago, my partner and i acting silly asked a kaffair if he knew two guys named hitler and stalin who were known to be in the neighborhood creating havoc, said kaffair said that yes they hung out by the tots playlot after dark down by the swings and they drank out of brown bags and sold a little weed, hmmm... true story.

22 May 2010 19:52

My solution to racial disparities
Anonymous said...
off topic savant, is it just me or did the woman who played the
vetranarian on ballykissangle look at times like a man and sometimes a
woman. enquiring chicago minds await your response with mixed
emotions,

24 May 2010 18:58

__________

My solution to racial disparities

Anonymous said...
to 18;52. i to was a chicgo cop years back and worked the now gone
robert taylor projects on state st,one fine summer evening i was on 12th
floor looking east towards lake michigan and a little 13 yr old girl 8
months pregnant came up to say hello, kidding her i asked if she knew
the big body of water we were looking at, she stated she didnt, so acting
cute i said it was the pacific ocean and if she crossed it she would be in
china, sho nuff, i eats da shit outa chop suey she exclaimed.sad but true,

27 May 2010 18:55

__________

The joy of Summer!

Anonymous said...
HATE TO SAY IT SAVANT BUT GOT TO ADMIT IT LOOKS LIKE
A TYPICAL AMERICAN LADY SITTING THINKING OF HER
NEXT HEART ATTACK MEAL.JOHN OLD RETIRED CHICAGO
COPPER.

1 June 2010 21:34

__________

Ireland: All you need to know is here
Anonymous said...
off topic savant but yrs ago atemmping to get out of a dublin downpour
we ducked into a entry way of a closed business and when i paid attn. to
where i was it said swastika laundries and tile work on entry was
decorated with swastikas, does this place still exist, whats its history, did
the pc people come down on it etc.

5 June 2010 19:05

__________

Paris hotties (a la Huffington Post)

Anonymous said...
i recall daddy williams running around calling everybody mother fuckin
racists when one of the he she daughters got a bad call. wat else new.

7 June 2010 19:39

__________

Paris hotties (a la Huffington Post)

Anonymous said...
just wondering savant if your new cultural enrichers get on public
tranportation in ireland and find it neccessary to spy a young girl and
sidel up to her and pull out his dick and masturbate in front of her, this
is common here in the states as it beleives that said young lady will all
at once fall in love with the monkey.

8 June 2010 18:59

__________

God be with the days........

Anonymous said...
got to admit savant the one with the chick getting spanked was a erotic turn on for john old rtd. chicgo copper. her in anguish with lace petticoat in disaray. a look of distress on her preety face. oh my what was to follow that we didnt see, damn right ill buy chase and sanborn.

10 June 2010 18:05

__________

**Schadenfreude and the World Cup**

Anonymous said...

*AS A YANK WHO HAS VISITED IRELAND NUMEROUS TIMES I HAVE FOUND THE ENGLISH WELCOMED AND LAUDED IN OLD EIRE. THE SINS OF THE PAST KING BILLY THE BOYNE ETC ETC ARE ONLY MENTIONED I FOUND AMONGST THE DOLE LAYABOUTS IN THE NORTH THAT FOOLS IN AMERICA WERE SENDING MONEY TI VIA NORTHERN IRISH AID THAT WENT INTO PCKETS OF SHARPIES WHO BOUGHT PUBS AND REAL ESTATE.IN FACT IN SOME CASES I HAVE FOUND BRITS ARE MORE WELCOME THEN YANKS.*

14 June 2010 22:56

__________

**Ever regret a slogan?**

Anonymous said...

*you gotta do a story on the parcel of dutch models who were arrested in south african for the world cup for advertising illegally. they all wore matching orange mini skirts. its your story*

17 June 2010 05:06

__________

**Ever regret a slogan?**
Anonymous said...
off topic savant but why are the kerry men known in america as the irish sicilians, is it because they will knife you in the back or what.

17 June 2010 16:57

----------

A Pyrrhic Victory?

Anonymous said...
yrs back a jewish group in chicago was on a tirade to try and stop local jews from going to mexico for vacations, as it turned out the jews would go into the resturants and stores and insult and yell at the help never tip made comments like; this is all your good for etc etc, the mexicans being proud totally ignored them when they came into places of business and the mgment agreed with them, jews claimed it was blatant anti,semitism. i have found israelis better guests in hotels etc then american jews, israelis on the whole do not want to be identified with them.

18 June 2010 18:23

----------

A Pyrrhic Victory?

Anonymous said...
ive noticed things are getting meaner since the recession- the phone company shuts you off if you are two days later , before you could go two months and they would call first- Chase bank will no longer float debit cards on the weekends -its 34 in overdraft per swipe- now landlords are making renters pay for water and garbage when it used to be included. just seems meaner - gotta squeeze more blood out of the turnip.

19 June 2010 23:07

----------
A Pyrrhic Victory?

Anonymous said...
but on the other hand i have met irish in america who came from humble homes in mayo and galway and then got a little education and money and turned overnight into blatant social climbers and name droppers and then claim they went to; uni; in dublin and were raised in limerick city or some other town. frank mccourt knew his people and reconized this and was lambasted for telling the truth about his background and what he went through as a kid. btw irish alzheimers, you forget everything but the ego, grudges, socila climbing and nasty gossip, frank told that one nite at a book signing.

22 June 2010 21:02

__________

A Pyrrhic Victory?

Anonymous said...
RONAN TYNAN DOESN'T HAVE A LEG TO STAND ON IT SEEMS.

26 June 2010 20:26

__________

Taliban educational programme

Anonymous said...
YES IF THRUTH BE KNOWN, I FOR ONE HAVE HAD MORNINGS LIKE THIS.

29 June 2010 00:46

__________
Taliban educational programme

Anonymous said...
BUT ON THE OTHER HAND, IT SEEMS THE LITTLE TYKE IS HAVING A HANDS ON APRENTICESHIP OF A TRADE THAT WILL BENEFIT HIM AND THE OTHER BELEIVERS IN HIS FAITH IMMENSLEY FOR YEARS DOWN THE LINE, NO REASON TO LOSE YOUR HEADS OVER THIS SAVANT. NO PUN INTENDED.

29 June 2010 21:17

__________

Nigerian WC team arrives home to Dublin

Anonymous said...
DARKIES ARE HIGHLY HUMEROUS, NICE WHITE TEETH, AWESOME GRINS, SATURDAY NITE CARRY ONS WITH FIGHTS, KNIVES AND GUNS AND NEVER CALL THE BOSS THEY WILL NOT BECOMING INTO DAY. AND NOW THE PC BASTARDS HAVE TAKEN AWAY OUR NIGGERMANIA, OH THE INHUMANITY OF IT ALL.

29 June 2010 00:45

__________

Taliban educational programme

Anonymous said...
YRS AGO WE HUNG OUT A CONVIENCE STORE ON MIDNITES IN THE GHETTO WHEN I WAS A COP, ONE NITE A OLDER KAFFAIR CAME IN AND SAID TO THE PALISTINAN GUY WHO OWNED HEY MUSTAFA MAN, IT BE TRUE THAT IN TOUR COUNTRY THEY CUT A DUDES HAND OFF FOR STEALING AND SHIT, MUSTAFA REPLIED NO NOT MY COUNTRY BUT IN IN SAUDI ARABIA AND SUCH THEY DO THIS TO CRIMINAL THEIEFS, KAFFAIR THOUGHT ABOUT IT A MINUTE AND SAID,
MAN THEY DO THAT HERE THEY BE LOTS OF LEGLESS ARMLESS MOTHER FFFFFFFFS RUNNING AROUND, WE FELL ON GROUND LAUGHING, JOHN OLD RTIRED CHICAGO COPPER.

30 June 2010 05:42

__________

Nigerian WC team arrives home to Dublin

Anonymous said...
I found that you in england have half a million somalians and that female castration is widely used in England. I think that sums it up they brought england down to their level not the other way and they are in your country because they destroyed their own

3 July 2010 02:34

__________

What I've learned from the Srebrenica massacre

Anonymous said...
we went to yugoslavia croatia 15 years back to visit medjgorie and found that the croatians were not that friendly to americans at all or for that matter to anyone, the serbs we met were friendly and had a sense of humour, lest we forget that serbs were our allies in ww11 and hid downed us and brit airmen whereas the croats would turn them over to their german handlers for a reward.remember the utasche and the butcher ante pavolac the croat butcher who collected human eyes in a wicker basket.the list goes on what the croats did along with their muslim brethren who they then turned on and murdered when time was ripe.

10 July 2010 19:50

__________
Suddenly.....

Anonymous said...
YRS BACK WHILE IN IRELAND I TOLD MY IN LAWS THAT THE EU CAME WITH A LOT OF STRINGS ATTACHED BUT THEY THOUGHT IT WAS THE GREATEST THING SINCE SLICED BREAD, NOW I UNDERSTAND THE GERMANS MAY GO BACK TO THE DEUTSH MARK AS THEIR CURRENCY AS THE EURO IS NOT LIVING UP TO EXPECTATIONS, WATCH THE GREEKS DO THE SAME, THE EU SHOVED THESE NIGGERS DOWN YOUR THOART IN BRUSSELS AND NOW YOUR GETTING SMART.

11 July 2010 06:02

What I've learned from the Srebrenica massacre

Anonymous said...
had a neighbors kid who was on a carrier in the Adriactic sea while blow job clinton was us pres,they had orders to fly off and bomb serb targets of opportunity and one sat morning they saw a local commuter trai crosing a bridge and let go with air to ground missiles and after the hit they came back exillarated with much talk of how it must of been troops, supplies etc etc,it came out the following monday that the train was taking kids home from a outing in the next town and 90 percent were doa.someone got hold of the photos of rescuers and victims and posted them in ships ready room. captain was outraged but the damage was done, two pilots atemmpeted suicide and 3 requested to resign commisions and a near mutiny ensued when pilots refused to fly anymore sorties against serbs without 100 percent factual knowledge,if the serbs once loved us they sure hated us after that,bosnia was a ethnic cultural religious war we shouldnt have got involved in in the ist place.

12 July 2010 06:46
The Equality Industry comes up trumps!

Anonymous said...
ANY SYSTEM THAT BLACKS GET HOLD OF WILL BE ROBBED AND DESTROYED BY BLACKS, HERE IN CHICAGO THE PUBLIC HOUSING, THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM, THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM, THE CITY JAIL SYSTEM. IF IT HAS A MONETARY VALUE IT WILL BE RANSACKED BY THESE PEOPLE AND FALL INTO A BLACK HOLE WHERE THERE IS NO ACCOUNTABILITY, IF IT IS QUESTIONED THEY WILL PULL THE RACE CARD DAT YA ALL BES RACIS AND SHEET. JOHN OLD RTD CHICAGO COPPER. PS WE JUST HEARD TODAY THAT THE 3RD POLICEMAN IN 8 WEEKS HAS BEEN MURDERED HERE BY THE DIVERSITY PEOPLE.

18 July 2010 19:08

Check this out

Anonymous said...
contrary to popular beleif there will be a MOO AND OINK establised at 111th and kedzie in mount greenwood in chicago along with a public aid office in this all white community thanks to our alderperson theif GINGER RUGAI. FOR THOSE WHO DONT KNOW moo and oink IS A 3RD WORLD grocery store that sell nothing but cheap cuts of meat and fish to the diversity people on the south side, the public aid office goes without saying. john old rtd chicago copper.

24 July 2010 19:35

It gets crazier and crazier

Anonymous said...
My Dad came from Sweden after the 1st world war and settled in Chicago.as kids he told stories to us of fierce winters and hard work and
the power and misrule of the Lutheran church and of the land they owned and the monopolies they held on production of various liquors and beer. He also told us of the fights on fair days and the dances and festivals held each year, never once did we ever hear him speak of these untermensh from other planets in his Parish in the south of Sweden, but now the stupid pc cunts want them to have it all, I'm all for the young neo Nazis in Sweden. Also hurt by the bpn loss in Saxon Britain, John old rtd. Chicago copper.

31 July 2010 00:21

__________

It gets crazier and crazier

Anonymous said...
feminism is just one of a coherent set of pathologies, all designed as part of the long march through the institutions to destroy the west. Although Gramsci may have been the originator of the concept, we all know the group that put it into practical effect!

31 July 2010 03:06

__________

Paying both sides in the war

Anonymous said...
savant not to forget all the narrow back irish here in the states giving to the ira fornt noraid which the ira took and bought pubs and farms with and laughed at the stupid yanks.

6 August 2010 05:54

__________

Paying both sides in the war
Anonymous said...
12:24 YES YOUR RIGHT ABOUT THE IRA AND LETTING THE NIGGERS IN IRELAND. ALSO OLD TIMERS TOLD ME THAT MICHAEL COLLINS SHOULD HAVE BEEN THE PRIME MINISTER OF IRELAND ONLY FOR THE FACT THAT DEVELERA ON ADVICE OF THE CHURCH HAD HIM ASSAINATED AS COLLINS BELEIVED IN SEPERATION OF CHURCH AND STATE AND TOTAL LAND REFORM, THE PRIESTS WOULD OF HAD TO FIND A REAL JOB. OLD DEV WAS THE CHURCHES DARLING BOYO.

7 August 2010 19:54

A tale of two stories

Anonymous said...
OLD MAN O HARE WAS INVOLVED WITH THE GREEN SHEET THAT WAS AND IS TO THIS DAY A STABLE TO ALL RACE TRAP AFECINADOS THAT GIVES THE LINE UP OF ALL HORSE RACES, THE REASON HE WENT TO THE FEDS WAS THAT HE WANTED HIS SON BUTCH TO GO TO THE NAVAL ACADEMY AS THE SON WANTED TO BE A AIRMAN, THE DEAL WAS THAT IF HE GAVE UP THE MOB THE KID HAD THE APPOINTMENT IN THE BAG SO EDDIE GAVE EVIDENCE AGAINST BIG AL. THE NEXT YEAR EDDIE WAS DRIVING DOWN ARCHER AVE ON THE SOUTH SIDE AND WHEN HE GOT TO THE STOP SIGN AT HOYNE AVE A LINCOLN PULLED UP NEXT TO HIM AND HE WAS TAKEN OUT WITH TWO SHOT GUN BLASTS, AND THATS THE STORY, DIDNT KNOW HE WAS A LAWYER THO JOHN OLD RTD, CHICAGO COPPER.

10 August 2010 05:13

A tale of two stories
Anonymous said...
EASY EMManuel also chased a young italian high school girl around city hall trying to get into her pants in chicago, young kid went home and told daddy and brothers who came to city hall looking for mr. emmauel who then hid in a janitors broom closet for next 24 hours, true story.

11 August 2010 15:54

__________

The New Democracy: 1 person, 6 votes

Anonymous said...
keep ireland white.or the outcome will be mass violence not the irish but the cunts who are destroying our country.

13 August 2010 20:31

__________

Sweden continues to celebrate diversity

Anonymous said...
sweden has gone insane, no doubt of it. this liberalism has come full cicle to bite them on the ass, the only ones i admire over there are the skin heads who tell it like it is, if sweden falls into the facist net she has no one to blame but herself.

14 August 2010 14:47

__________

It gets crazier and crazier

Anonymous said...
one of the problems is young women don't know what they are getting into. they fall for the romance of the unknown and you can blame romance novels and end up raped. also foreign men who are dark etc really work hard to get them into bed. another problem is most middle-class white women have been taught it is bitchy to doubt a man's intentions and so they end up in a vulnerable situation and are raped.

15 August 2010 06:48

It gets crazier and crazier

Anonymous said... i knew from the time she was a baby - red haired blue-eyed girl, whose mother wanted her to be really smart and a lady, although her mother was neither, and she put her daughter in public schools with the black boys, who saw her fair skin and hair and her timid nature and ruined her, she became a drunk. she moved to las vegas and took up with all black men, she became a stripper and a hooker and brought her black man back home. how her mother could go on living. no one put their foot down.
her friend was taught to wrestle and do martial arts from the age of five. she was allowed to beat up any boy who harassed her and black boys and mexicans tried to rape her at school and she beat the shit out of them. she did not take up with blacks and married a white man. what does this tell you? the little lady had no survival skills- the not so nice girl survived, both had to deal with the same males. the boys at school told the new boys don't mess with J-- she will kill you.
finally the constant problem of boys trying to sexually harm females in the schools was too much and she went to alternative school.

15 August 2010 06:55

Sweden continues to celebrate diversity
Anonymous said...
her parents should have told her no.
i hope the other girls learn from her death

15 August 2010 06:43

A new play: Dining In Oakland

Anonymous said...
oakland . home of JACK LONDON is no more, feral niggers all over the place, this is a case of NIGGERS GONE WILD,

21 August 2010 19:46

A new play: Dining In Oakland

Anonymous said...
OFF TOPIC SAVANT.does ireland still sell SWEET AFTON SMOKES, LOVED THEM WHEN I WAS THERE YEARS BACK, STILL TRYING TO GET THEM IN CHICAGO AREA.I ALSO RECALL WOODBINES, MADE AMERICAN CAMEL UNFILTERED TASTE LIKE VIRGINIA SLIMS.

22 August 2010 03:49

Dennis Prager : High School Principal Speech

Anonymous said...
can tell the pricipal is a true german. no nonsense there thank god. but the p. c. people will try to get rid of this top notch educator as he speaks with to much sense. john, old rtd. chicago copper.

23 August 2010 00:05
Clever cops

Anonymous said...
I fear, Savant, it will not be long before Ireland experiences this sort of incident—your increasing Nigerian population will no doubt engage in this sort of behavior against the native Irish population. How the hell did Nigerians end up in Ireland anyway??

27 August 2010 05:50

Clever cops

Anonymous said...
Hello savant, we have a yearly abortion called TASTE OF CHICAGO here in the windy city, where all area restaurants who are politically connected have a two week spread of highly rich and pricey foods, now in the last few yrs kids from the suburbs and white areas have been soundly punched, stabbed, grouped and have been shot at, all this was never in the msm, the mayor idiot theif that he is now wants to turn this over to a pvt polittalcy mgt. company to over see the graft and mayhem.

John old rtd. Chicago Copper.

27 August 2010 05:52

I'm with the pessimists

Anonymous said...
America went through a revolution, civil war, civil rights fight, 2 world wars, and Vietnam and we came out stronger then we went in, and after the 2nd world war we helped defeated nations regain strength to come back. the marshall plan, and American pvt. industry rebuilt Japan and Germany, if any other country Canada included had our problems they
would have shifted to ethnic enclaves in their own countries ala bosnia and the french speaking ppl of canada who dont speak english unless they are trying to sell you something, all in all the usa isnt so bad when it comes down to the thruth and when was the last time you heard of americans climbing the fence to flee into mexico.

30 August 2010 04:29

We KNOW that.....

Anonymous said...
our shine loving mayor in chicago said today he wont run again, which probably means he is facing federal indicment, now the jew who runs with obama rahn emmanuell wants to be mayor\. god help us all.

7 September 2010 19:51

Another mystery solved

Anonymous said...
DO THEY WEAR THESE FUCKED UP LOOKING CLOTHES IN IRELAND AS WELL, I DRIVE IN BLACK HOODS AND SOME WHITE ALSO AND SEE THESE CREATURES WALKING AROUND AND IT MAKES ONE WONDER.

10 September 2010 15:28

Another mystery solved

Anonymous said...
OFF TOPIC SIR SAVANT, BUT NOW WITH MAYOR DALEY OF CHICAGO RETIRING RATHER SUDDENLY DUE TO SOON TO BE
RELEASED FEDERAL INDICMENTS, IS THERE ANYONE IN IRELAND EVEN IAN PAISLEY WHO COULD FILL HIS SPOT AS BIG DADDY OF THE WINDY CITY, GIVE US A FEW NAMES AND NOT SOME GUY FROM THE KERRY BOGS, WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF THEM HERE OVER THE YEARS AND THEY SMELL FUNNY TALK YOU CANT UNDERSTAND AND WHEN THEY STEAL THEY GET CAUGHT AND GIVE EVERYONE INVOLVE UP TO THE COPS, THANX JOHN OLD RTD COPPER FROM CHICAGO

13 September 2010 03:55

Delicious dilemma

Anonymous said...
the worst i have seen was on you tube where brit soldiers were coming home to their native base and were shouted and disrespected while marching through town after coming home from iraq, america may be in some ways be screwed up but we would never let the Muslims here do this thing.

14 September 2010 03:26

Just a thought.....

Anonymous said...
often wondered Savant if ROMA DOWNEY IS AS HOT AS SHE LOOKS FOR A 40ISH CHICK, THOUGHT PERHAPS YOU HAVE SAMPLED THIS HONEY POT. ENQUIREING MINDS IN OHIO WISH TO KNOW,

19 September 2010 03:38
Third World Britain

Anonymous said...
on topic savant, proud day for swewden. after 80 years they voted in the
social dems who are no friend of the culural enrichers, saw the letters to
ed today from the libtards, everyyhing was racist, facist well you know
the drill. bravo sweden kick the swine out.take your country back.

21 September 2010 05:59

__________

Can anyone explain?

Anonymous said...
what, that nice guy in obamas cabinet is a isreali citizen via dual
citizenship and now he want to run for mayor of chicago, could this
mean he is going to fly planes into the remaining public housing
projects here, hmmm mixed emotions to say the least /

23 September 2010 20:19

__________

Spam alert

Anonymous said...
obongos cheif of staff now wants to be mayor of chicago, jew boy rahn
emmanuell, the most arrogant insulting shesksa chasing son of a bitch
you ever seen, look in dictionary under dirty jew and his picture is there,

27 September 2010 00:50

__________

Bubba's pleased!
Anonymous said...

30 September 2010 04:06

In mourning

Anonymous said...
hello from chicago savant. sorry to hear about your dog, we had a big old dopy golden Lab, could give us nothing but love and laughs, when he died in the house it was like a death in the family and yes i do beleive there are dogs in heaven to greet us, that love just gos on to another sphere,

4 October 2010 22:04